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1 Introduction
The Beaver Valley Visioning Exercise was initiated
by the Municipality of Grey Highlands as an early
step in a process to set high level direction for
planning in the Beaver Valley Corridor.
As indicated on the map, the Beaver Valley
Corridor extends 40 kilometres from Hoggs Falls
in the south to just north of Epping.
The Municipality recognizes the importance of the
Beaver Valley as one of Ontario’s iconic natural
splendours, cut into the Niagara Escarpment. A
productive agriculture area, transected by the
Bruce Trail, the Beaver Valley features several
natural landmarks including Old Baldy, Hoggs
Falls, the Duncan Crevice Caves and Eugenia
Falls, and is known for a myriad of outdoor
pursuits including skiing, snowboarding, hiking
and cycling.
As identified in Grey Highlands’ 2019-2023
Strategic Plan, the Municipality values its shared
responsibility to leave a legacy of a clean and
nourishing natural environment while respecting
the community’s heritage.
The Visioning Exercise was initiated to engage
the community in a process to develop an
overall vision and guiding principles for future
undertakings in the area.
This document represents the culmination of the
Visioning Exercise and provides a summary of its
context, tools used to obtain input, draft guiding
principles and a draft vision. The Appendices
provide a summary of the input received through
each public engagement event/tool.
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2 The Context
Each online workshop began with a brief
presentation to set the context for the discussions.
The presentation and other background
documents can be found on the greyhighlands.ca
website.
Niagara Escarpment Plan Area
Greater Golden Horseshoe Greenbelt
Built Up Areas
400-Series Highways
Other Provincial Highways
Grey Highlands
Visioning Area

The regional context of the Corridor located along the Niagara Escarpment
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The Beaver Valley Corridor is guided by the
policies of the Niagara Escarpment Plan. It is
one of the most prescriptive pieces of planning
legislation in Ontario. The Niagara Escarpment
Plan protects the geological and ecological
features along the Niagara Escarpment,
designated as a Biosphere Reserve to ensure that
the features are not diminished as growth takes
place.

The Niagara Escarpment Plan provides the
overarching planning framework. The County and
local Official Plans implement the policies of the
Niagara Escarpment Plan. Overall, the framework
for the Beaver Valley Corridor establishes a
hierarchy of where growth is to occur, identifies
the natural heritage features and opportunities for
seasonal and recreational development.

The Niagara Escarpment Planning and
Development Act establishes a planning process
to ensure that the area is protected through
the Niagara Escarpment Plan establishing a
framework of objectives and policies to strike a
balance between development, protection and the
enjoyment of this important landform feature and
the resources it supports.
The purpose of the Niagara Escarpment Plan is
to provide for the maintenance of the Niagara
Escarpment and land in its vicinity substantially as
a continuous natural environment, and to ensure
only such development occurs as is compatible
with that natural environment.
The objectives of the Niagara Escarpment Plan
are to:
• protect unique ecologic and historic areas;
• maintain and enhance the quality and character
of natural streams and water supplies;
• provide adequate opportunities
for outdoor recreation;
• maintain and enhance the open landscape
character of the Niagara Escarpment
in so far as possible, by such means
as compatible farming or forestry and
by preserving the natural scenery;
• ensure that all new development is
compatible with the purpose of the Plan;
• provide for adequate public access
to the Niagara Escarpment; and 7. To
support municipalities within the Niagara
Escarpment Plan Area in their exercise
of the planning functions conferred
upon them by the Planning Act
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Niagara Escarpment Plan Designations in the Beaver Valley area

Escarpment Rural Area
Escarpment Natural Area
Escarpment Protection Area
Escarpment Recreation Area
Mineral Resource Extraction
Visioning Area
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3 The inputs
The Beaver Valley Visioning Exercise was
conducted through community outreach that
included a number of tools to ensure the public
was given several opportunities to share their
thoughts. Each step in the process was designed
to encourage further inquiry into the Beaver Valley
Corridor.
A pre-workshop survey (Appendix 1) was
intended to help shape the content of the online
workshops. Survey responses (140) to the
question “what words or phrases best describe
the Beaver Valley Corridor to you” provided input
on common themes.
Six two-hour workshops were held, recorded and
posted to the project webpage. There was a total
of 12 hours of conversation, with approximately
400 people . Most (77%) were year round/full time
residents. Appendix 2 includes a summary of
the input received centred around the following
questions:
1 What trends have you seen in the Beaver
Valley in the last few years? Think about
recreation, tourism, villages, roads, parking
trails, infrastructure
2 How does the Beaver Valley Corridor relate to
other regional destinations? Think about Lake
Huron, Bruce Peninsula, Manitoulin Island,
Georgian Bay, Muskoka, Niagara

were full time residents. Most respondents
lived closed to Kimberley (28%) and Eugenia
(23%). The results of the survey are included in
Appendix 3.
Throughout the course of the Visioning Exercise
approximately 50 emails were received by
the Municipality’s Director of Economic and
Community Development. Common themes from
the emails included in Appendix 2.
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400

workshops

140

12

hours of
people conversation

pre workshop
survey responses

50

emails

342

post workshop
survey responses

100s of ideas

3 What are some of the opportunities for Beaver
Valley Corridor that if pursued would represent
a positive outcome the municipality and the
community?
4 What words or phrases should be captured in
a vision statement?
Following the workshops, a survey was launched
using information that was gathered during
the workshops. In total, 345 people answered
the survey producing 10,824 data points.
Demographic data collected shows that 37% of
respondents were between 46 to 60 years old and
33% were over 60 years old. 43% of respondents
Report
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4 What We Heard
It became clear that people feel the Beaver Valley Corridor is suffering from the effects of an explosion of
active recreation, tourism and increased use of natural heritage areas. From the post workshop survey,
the highest ranked amenities required to help support tourism were an integrated trail system, traffic
calming and cycling lanes/bicycle infrastructure. There was overwhelming agreement that a strategy for
the long-term protection of the area is needed, and most agree that a partnership of agencies should be
responsible for implementing a management plan for the Corridor.

Key Principles
There was strong support for the principles that
should form the foundation of planning in the
Beaver Valley Corridor:

• Create a strong and sustainable economy
– Support for small business
– Encourage a diversity of businesses

• Respect and value the natural, cultural and
rural environment
– Protect, manage, enhance natural heritage
resources

• Create a management plan

– Protect and manage cultural heritage

– Work in partnership with other agencies

– Respect for rural/agricultural landscape

– Involve the community

– Provide information to enhance awareness of
the significance of the resources

– Consider operating and capital costs for
enhanced management

• Build a better community for all
– Ensure new development in and near the
villages is compatible to protect character
– Improve infrastructure, such as parking and
amenities, at key areas of interest
– Improve wayfinding and signage
– Attract a diverse population
– Provide options for affordable housing
– Provide information to ensure safe cycling
and hiking

A word cloud was prepared using the words and phrases
that should be captured in a vision statement.
8

– Build on the strengths/attributes of the
Beaver Valley
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– Establish who does what

5 Draft Vision Statement
Based on the input received through surveys,
emails and conversations, and the themes that
emerged, the following draft vision statement is
proposed to guide planning and design in the
Beaver Valley Corridor.

The Beaver Valley Corridor, a
significant ecological system in
the heart of Grey Highlands, will
be a model of best practices in
sustainable, ecological and
environmental pursuits in support
of the long-term social, cultural
and economic vitality of the
community for generations
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Appendix 1
Summary of Input
from Pre Workshop
Survey
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Prior to the online workshops, an online survey question
received approximately 140 responses. “What words
or phrases best describe the Beaver Valley Corridor to
you?” The following is a snapshot of words shared in the
response organized under six common themes.

1. Nature / Environment

2. Recreation

3. Character / Aesthetics

• hidden gem

• skiing

• fragile

• natural

• skiing

• beautiful

• unique environmental treasure

• trails

• scenic

• protected and natural

• outdoor pursuits

• spectacular

• nature preserve

• active living

• home

• essential to the wellbeing of the
area

• 4 season playground

• magnificent

• escape

• priceless

• outdoor recreation

• breathtaking

• great hiking

• peaceful and calm

• outdoor playground - ski, hike,
snowshoe, explore

• gorgeous

• fresh open spaces
• nature sanctuary
• natural paradise with unique
ecosystem
• wildlife sanctuary
• an irreplaceable watershed must
be preserved and restored
• greenspace
• Ontario’s lung

• mountain biking
• year-round family recreation

• spectacular and awe inspiring
• sacred valley
• exquisite
• best kept secret
• inspiring

• vista
• developers destroy natural
environments
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4. Management

5. Economic Development

6. Social/Cultural

• not Collingwood

• opportunity

• heart of Grey Highlands

• in danger

• potential

• minimal development

• respectful and rich with heritage

• memories of the prehistoric
people who lived here

• unspoiled by development

• opportunity to make it a world
class destination

• needs to be protected more
• rural communities are unique,
spas are not

• vibrant small businesses
• craft food & drink

• quiet lifestyle
• authentic local food and
experiences
• rural lifestyle

• not touristy or commercialized

• growing local food scene

• sacred native hunting and fishing
grounds

• a legacy to our children and
grandchildren

• Talisman opportunities

• adventure

• Talisman as an anchor project to
promote tourism

• home

• under significant pressure
• interest of a few overshadow the
majority

• local artisans
• great potential but
underdeveloped

• Kimberley
• heritage of the settlers
• friendly community
• rich history
• natural and built heritage
• culturally significant
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A word cloud was prepared using all of the words and phrases submitted in response to the question.
The size of the font in the word cloud reflects how often the word was used in responses.
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Appendix 2
Summary of Input
from Workshops
and Emails
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What trends have you seen in the Beaver Valley
in the last few years? Think about recreation,
tourism, villages, roads, parking trails,
infrastructure.

Active Recreation

Over Tourism

• Impact of cyclists travelling in packs on roads,
dangerous for driving

• Lack of infrastructure for visitors – parking,
garbage bins, - and impact on the points of
interest

• Explosion of active recreation: hiking, cycling,
skating

• Provision of additional infrastructure will only
attract more visitors
• Lack of signage, wayfinding, information on
natural features
• Need to manage crowding at areas of interest

• Impact of motorized vehicles on trails – noise,
impact on hiking

• Trails should be for hiking only
• Interest in mountain biking, cycling, zip-lining,
and cat skiing

Tourism

• Lack of respect for people’s property, the
resources, the trail

• Focus on culinary/food

• Tension between visitors and residents

• Hub for artist and cultural development

• What’s the right kind of tourism, what’s the
right kind of tourist

• Lack of accommodation/impact of Airbnb and
non resident Airbnb owners

• Impacts of COVID and influx of visitors,
especially on the trails

• Need a strategy for tourism/economic
development with a 50 year horizon

• Volume, speed and noise of traffic

• Opportunity to create jobs

Support for Business

• Encourage visitors to move around to enjoy
different spots, not just the top 3 (increase
the flow of visitors); use smart technology
to manage capacity and provide real-time
information

• Support for local entrepreneurs
• Small businesses are values-based, vibrant –
contribute to the character of the Valley

• Overnight visitors preferred over day trippers
• Possibility for luxury eco-tourism
• Possibilities for wellness/mindfulness focus for
tourism
• Can’t just rely on only tourism for economic
development
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Housing

Farming

• Rising cost of real estate

• Agricultural community, opportunity for small
scale farming,

• Lack of affordable housing
• Without affordable housing, difficult to hire staff
• Difficult to attract younger families
• More people are living here year round

Development pressure
• Interest in what is happening at Talisman- ideas
for Talisman lands

• Risk of losing farmers
• Opportunity for agritourism

Management/Protection/Preservation
• Removal of trees in woodlots and hedgerows

• Impact of gentrification

• Degradation of natural features and need for
protection/preservation

• How to protect the character of the small
villages

• Ensuring sustainability – how to fund it, how to
manage it, who does what

• Unbridled development is not responsible
development

• Get out ahead of the impacts

• Balance of maintaining the rural setting and
natural environment, but still being part of the
world

• Impact from light pollution
• Growing environmental awareness of the
public

• Think more boldly about economic
development – green innovation; nature;
preserve; unique landscape

• Environmental education is required/
information on the natural features/importance
of protection and preservation

• Tension between affluent influx and less
affluent need be balanced

• Lack of enforcement

• Maintain strong culture in Kimberley
• Development should be a demonstration of
sustainable development
• Need to think about community, not just
recreation and tourism
• Need for a well-rounded community; new and
younger families moving in
• No plan to guide development
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• Opportunity for organic farming
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How does the Beaver Valley Corridor relate to
other regional destinations? Think about Lake
Huron, Bruce Peninsula, Manitoulin Island,
Georgian Bay, Muskoka, Niagara

What are some of the opportunities for Beaver
Valley Corridor that if pursued would represent
a positive outcome the municipality and the
community?
Environment

Related through:
• Natural heritage features, in particular the
watersheds/rivers that empty to Georgian Bay
• The Bruce Peninsula by virtue of the
continuous geological feature
• The Georgian Bay Triangle Thornbury,
Collingwood, Meaford
• Transportation corridors
• Georgina Triangle Development Institute
• Agriculture/farming

• Over tourism is due to re-discovery of nature
– double-down on the strengths, preserve the
assets we have – education, partnership with
university for research, green innovation and
green knowledge
• Think more boldly about economic
development – green innovation; nature;
preserve; unique landscape
• Nature and protection of natural habitat under
threat; fundamental to protect and enhance the
natural corridors; nature reserve / green oasis;
Beaver Valley stands in contrast to the way
Collingwood has developed.
• Promote as more of a nature reserve rather
than a tourism destination - that way maybe
people will have a more respectful mindset
when they visit. Promote ways of enjoying the
area that are environmentally friendly
• A thought about a small part of the “green”
aspect of The Valley which is obvious from
above and is really tree canopy. Have we
got tree protection bylaws in place? Do
Communities have a way to maintain and
grow their canopy? We have lots of elms in
The Valley that seem to be immune to disease
and should be promoted and protected. If we
aren’t replanting in towns we will lose canopy
• It’s very important to maintain access to the
outdoor activities we have available to us here
in the valley. That, along with a plan to preserve
the natural beauty of this eco system would be
beneficial in maintaining the balance between
the draw of the region and the character/
atmosphere it currently retains
• Concerned with amount of light pollution in
the valley, and the potential for increased light
pollution with increasing development. I’d
encourage policies for lighting that directs light
down and not up.
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• Zip lining, university, environmental protection,
bio-diversity –Beaver Valley is a precious place
should focus on environmental sensitivity and
use it as a strength
Active Recreation
• Hut to Hut system via cross-country skiing;
series of cabins over one large eco-lodge such
as Fogo Island

Wellness
• Tourism, nature, environment, unique place,
integrate these skillfully; global wellness
tourism is multi billion dollar business and
growing; destination to access / connect
to nature and help the planet be healthier;
mindfulness; optimize the richness of nature to
support better lives

• Hut to Hut system - perhaps more of a sure
thing in summer - winters seem to be hit and
miss re: snow. but leave no trace hiking and
hut use might be doable...could it be a joint
venture between municipality and landowners?

• Ambassadors for a green, sustainable, holistic
way of living with nature; weave in the missing
piece related to mental health (tone could be
set with development); opportunity for artists,
give a bit of guidance, definition to what people
can do

• Trekking skiing and other things that don’t
require extensive infrastructure

Housing

• Need basic infrastructure to attract visitors
• Innovative ways to deal with nature; need
staging areas and trail heads, need to educate
people as they come; many of the issues
can be resolved by outlining information and
mapping;

• Appreciate the consideration for affordable
housing but it should not be on the Talisman
property

• Multi-purpose trails that are eco-friendly

• Need affordable housing people of limited
means are being forced out; not enough staff
for businesses because they can’t afford to live
here

• Bike trail connections between all those areas
that is not on roads

Education

• All new road paving should include very wide,
paved shoulders

• Education is critical; partnership with
Kimbercotte

• Connected bike “rail” type trail between all the
communities
• More boat launches

• Economic and sustainable development
should be the same thing; could be a model
for the new way of normal (after COVID); low
impact eco-tourism

• Wider road lanes to give space for the cyclists
so that they have a safer experience and
drivers aren’t frustrated getting stuck behind
them

• Kids in environmental studies, parks and rec
courses (programs) , experiential learning,
could provide space for kids from across
Canada
• University satellites to use the area for research
and education.
• Educational opportunities offered by local
businesses (beekeeping, native plants,
foraging, herbalists) should be supported
through municipal involvement to encourage
their growth.
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• Education opportunities - experiential and
theoretical - of best practices for preserving
our natural world combined sustainable access
and development - that students will take
across our country and beyond to create the
same there.
Culture/Heritage
• ‘Heritage breadcrumbs’; other places have
preserved heritage villages
• Spiritual connection with First Nations – adds
to the sense of place and energy
• There’s such rich indigenous history in the
Valley and nothing to educate people about
this history. This is a huge missing piece in our
community.
Agriculture
• Small farms – bee keeping, farming,
regenerative farming
• It’s important to keep in mind the role that the
valley has in the municipality as a whole. It
often feels that the valley is a separate entity.
Tourism that isolates the valley amplifies that
perception. Agri-tourism could incorporate the
interests of the entire municipality.
Accommodation
• Accommodation is key
• Day visitors do not bring sustainable economic
development. Overnight visitors have a sense
of ownership...they feel this is their place.
This kind of tourism can bring year round
employment, infrastructure and sustainable
development.

Overall Plan
• Need a plan that is careful and thoughtful;
minimal impact on the environment; eco
lodges; sustainable development; ‘give more
than take’
• Good planning and development can balance
the need for economic growth and the
environment
• Development should be a demonstration of a
sustainable (net zero) development; mountain
bikers are looking for more opportunities in
Beaver Valley
• We need to develop the economy around
permanent, full time good quality jobs that can
sustain families and build community.
• Rather than a single visitors’ centre, each
hotspot (Eugenia Falls, Baldy, Hoggs Falls,
Kolapore) should have full time attendants/
wardens who enforce parking, trail etiquette,
etc.
• We will need to find a way to shuttle people ,
not increase car traffic and emissions.
• Using recycled resources, hiring local
companies and employees, reduction in use
disposable resources, not disturbing the
natural environment that already exists.
• important to have a healthy business
environment in Flesherton - abuts this study
area but is key access point / gateway to the
valley
• There is a natural tension between economic
development and maintaining the wonderful
natural attributes we all value. I support
the idea that any development needs to be
thoughtful and respectful of the assets we have
and builds on its unique attributes. I suggest
checking out the One Planet Living principles
as a guide to achieve a regenerative approach
to sustainability.
• Rather than looking long-term at 2050, it could
be beneficial to adopt the planning model of
considering the Seven Generations model as
seen in many Indigenous cultures
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Comments relating to Talisman area

Accommodation

• Comments on the principles that should
be part Joint Venture Agreement, such as
ownership of lands, protection of natural
features, planning process

• Purchase the Grey Highlands and Talisman
lands, create sustainable eco-lodge to create
jobs in education and as trail guides

• Want to see the three properties owned by the
Municipality and the former Talisman resort
become a Nature Conservancy and Preserve.
• Delay the sale of the three parcels to allow
the citizen group three months to accomplish
their goal to keep the lands under natural
stewardship
Cycling
• Revive Talisman as a cycling facility – tracks; lift
is costly but a one-time cost, downhill track

• An accommodation and mixed recreational
facility and environmental preserve has
potential to be operated under the oversight of
a community college with students doing coop
terms in their field of interest
• A passive eco-friendly lodge for hikers, bikers
and nordic skiers wouldn’t negatively impact
the area. This has been done before in other
ecologically sensitive places on the planet.
• Answer may lie in an eco lodge where tourist
needs can be better met with education and
respect for the environment
• Rental conference facility

• Focus on mountain biking
• Cross country mountain biking at Talisman
coupled with outdoor education / hiking .. art
and local history
• Forbes magazine published an article that
biking has increased 100-500% across various
states. The same is happening here. There
is a huge demand for more trail systems for
mountain biking. Biking is one of the fastest
growing sports in Canada. This is a perfect
opportunity to create more mtn bike trail
systems in the Beaver Valley. Talisman resort
also has the potential to build mtn bike trails
with minimal environmental impact that can
add onto the Kimberly forest trail systems.
This could be part of a great eco tourism/
recreational facility that Talisman could
become… Ontario is screaming for more bike
trails!

Recreation
• Lost opportunity for outdoor recreation
and ‘right’ type of tourism; golf, hiking,
snowshoeing and cross country
• Look beyond day trippers & day use of
natural amenities. Multi-day visitors, such
that trail users, rock climbers, cyclists, fishers,
backcountry skiers, paddlers, etc. can be in
area longer. Talisman could be anchor to this.
How to keep small pods of people outside on
trails, routes, etc. Look at hiking trail systems
in UK, France, etc. using camping barns as
an idea to create in BVC. This is low impact
way to stay in areas for multiple days. It also
preserves farm building and cultural heritage of
regions. Bruce Trail doesn’t promote camping
on trails anymore. Thru-hikers are also missed
opportunity.
• Golf facility
• Great learn to golf course family, community,
kids lessons
• Tourist hub for local business to showcase their
activities
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Education/Interpretation

Ecotourism

• Reviving the skiing is not ecological; better for
an interpretive centre such as Kortright

• A green building / eco-tourism innovation
hub at Talisman could be really cool. And so
applicable for so many local reasons too

• Protect the ecology and educate the public. At
the same time it increases the area that can be
used by people with low-impact non-motorized
human activities.
• University or college campus, i.e the Beaver
Valley Campus of Georgian College
• School, possibly training in agriculture, art
school, wellness etc. possibly an extension of a
university or college
• Innovation Centre
• Involve the First Nations/indigenous
communities
• Community-inclusive natural and heritage rich
resource experiential plan

• Eco-lodge with minimal changes to the
structures. Make it a destination using the
natural character of the valley as a draw. Do
ecological restoration on the slopes and invite
the guests to get involved, in a similar manner
to people who go on archaeological tourist
destinations.
• Had not thought of that angle (affordable
housing) or housing of any sort. Prefer to see
the Talisman site used to support community
needs or wants as well as to support
environmentally responsible tourism/visitors.
• Ecotourism cannot exist without the Eco. If
any privately owned resort is to be attracted
and succeed we must protect and preserve the
remaining green spaces in order for anyone to
wants to open that kind of business.

Health/Wellness
• Like to see Talisman developed – this area is
depressed; possibly a spa
• Property could be a community hub for
education around health & wellness, nature,
local native history etc. A true retreat in a
setting that truly represents that. The BV needs
to be everything that Blue Mountain Village
isn’t
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Results of the polling questions asked during each workshop.
What's your number one consideration for planning and economic development in the Beaver Valley Corridor?
None of the above
25
Sustainable development
62
Optimizing recreation activities
9
Contribution of tax levy
2
Quality of life
47
Year round local economy and jobs
13
Optimizing tourism and recreation opportunities
24
n=182
I live closest to
Eugenia
I live outside Grey Highlands
Markdale
Feversham
Maxwell
Flesherton
Kimberley
Rocklyn
Priceville
n=229

25
37
18
5
2
21
110
9
2

For those that live in Grey Highlands, how would you describe your living arrangements in the Municipality?
Seasonal resident
55
Year round/ Fulltime Resident
183
n=238
What is your connection to Grey High Lands?
Family with multi-generational history in GH
First generation resident living GH for less than 7 years
First generation resident living in GH for more than 7 years
n=242

I Live Closest to Location
Markdale - 17%
Flesherton - 13%
Priceville - 3%
Maxwell - 2%
Eugenia - 23%
Kimberley - 28%
Rocklyn - 2%
Feversham - 5%
I live outside of Grey Highlands - 7%
For those who live in Grey Highlands,
Full time, year round resident - 43%
Seasonal resident - 7%
Live outside of Grey Highlands - 2%
resident, lived in GH for less than 7 years - 11%
resident lived in GH for more than 7 years -22%
family with multi-generational history here - 15%
How old are you
less than 18 years old - 0%
19 - 30 years old - 6%
31 - 45 years old - 24%
46 - 60 years old - 37%
over 60 years old - 33%

43
32
9
4
58
69
6
12
17
192
33
10
51
96
67
0
13
58
88
79

68
60
114

Appendix 3
Post Workshop
Survey Results
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Following the online workshops, an online
survey was launched using information that was
gathered during the workshops. The survey was
administrated through the Metroquest platform
and ran from June 23 to July 16, 2021. In total,
345 people answered the survey producing
10,824 data points. The survey was promoted
by the Municipality through social media posts,
emails and other communication tools.
Demographic data collected shows that 37% of
respondents were between 46 to 60 years old and
33% were over 60 years old. 43% of respondents
were full time residents. Most respondents lived
closed to Kimberley (28%) and Eugenia (23%).
The survey had three components:
Priority ranking
The workshop discussions revealed many issues
with existing conditions and opportunities for
change. The survey sought input to determine
the priority ranking of a variety of supporting and
amenities discussed during the workshops.
Rating of options for management,
trends and opportunities for change
The workshops revealed a number of common
issues. Input was sought to understand the
support for various management options,
agreement on trends and agreement on a range
of opportunities for economic development.
The Grey Highlands Strategic Plan
The Strategic Plan is framed around five pillars.
The survey sought input on how important each
pillar was with respect to the entire Municipality
and the Beaver Valley.
The workshop discussions revealed a number of
common themes that helped create fundamental
principles. Input was sought to understand how
strongly people supported the principles.
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The post workshop survey was used to obtain further input on ideas shared during the online
workshops. The first question was a priority ranking of a number of possible supporting amenities and
services to understand the priorities of the community

Rank #1

Rank #2

Integrated Trail System
The value of the trails is well recognized. Opportunities
were identified for key connecting links, enhanced signage
and amenities along the trail segments.

Traffic Calming
Traffic volume and speed was mentioned as an issue,
especially through the villages.

• Biking and hiking trails through the municipality would
be great.

• Our roads are too busy.

• The natural environment should be preserved.
• Lets make it easier to explore in a friendly and respectful
manner.

• Increased use of narrow roads can lead to problems.
• Reduced speed limits in wetland areas with signage for
the protection of turtles and other wildlife that cross the
road.
• Traffic speed is an issue.

• Conservation should be a priority.

Rank #3

Rank #4

Cycling Lanes and Bike Racks
Many people talked about the effect of cyclists, particularly
those traveling in “packs”, on traffic movement.

Washrooms at Key Locations
The lack of services, such as washrooms, was mentioned
as an issue at many popular points of interest.

• Cyclists create hazards on the road.

• There is a lack of bathroom facilities in the area.

• The Valley is a popular destination for cyclists, but the
roads are too narrow to accommodate riders.

• The locations of bathrooms should be added to maps.
• The responsibility of maintaining the washrooms should
not be borne by the municipality alone.
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Rank #5
More Parking
Increased parking was identified as one of the key trends
over the past few years. Clearly marked and identified
public parking could manage the impact on local streets
and residential areas.
• Local residents should not have to pay for parking.

Rank #6
More Garbage and Recycling Cans
Many people talked about the lack of garbage and
recycling cans at popular points of interest as a
contributing factor to the mess left behind by visitors.
• More recycling and garbage cans are needed at trail
heads.
• Would like to see less garbage in the ditch.
• Garbage cans and recycling bins should be provided
in partnership with service providers, land owners and
agencies.

Rank #7

Rank #8

Improved Signage and Wayfinding
Signage and wayfinding could help to provide more
information on the location of points of interest and trails in
the Valley.

Information/Education Panels
Information of the significance of the natural and cultural
features could help to enhance awareness, promote
stewardship and respect for the points of interest.

• Both ends of the Valley should have signage welcoming
visitors.

• Information panels should link cultural and heritage
locations and draw visitors to villages and other
attractions across Southern Georgian Bay.
• Panels should promote local farming and history.
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The workshops revealed a number of common issues. Input was sought to understand the support for various
management options, agreement on trends and agreement on a range of opportunities for economic development.
The following are the survey results for those who agreed and those who were neutral.

Management

66%

n=25%

A Plan
A management action plan for the Beaver Valley Corridor
should be priority.
• A plan for managing the ecological sustainability of the
Beaver Valley Corridor is a priority.
• The intent of the plan should be to preserve and protect
nature.
• A plan is required that incorporates local input from
those most effected, including local residents and with
knowledge of the Valley’s history.

57%

n=22%

59%

n=21%

Roles 1
The Municipality should play a role in helping to maintain
properties owned by the Ministry of Natural Resources,
such as Hoggs’ Falls.
• The Municipality should be part of the decision making
process, but other partners such as the Ministry of
Natural Resources should take primary responsibility.
• It’s imperative communities take responsibility for their
own natural assets.
• It is the responsibility of the Province to maintain its
natural areas.

55%

n=18%

Roles 2
The Municipality should play a role in helping to maintain
properties owned by the Conservation Authority, such as
Eugenia Falls and Old Baldy.

Who Should Pay? #1
Visitors should pay to visit points of interest on public lands
to support enhanced management in the Corridor.

• Responsibility belongs primarily to the Province and
Conservation Authorities.

• A donation or voluntary contribution system would work
better.

• The Municipality’s role should be to maintain, not
expand amenities.

• Nature should be accessible to everyone.

• Management of natural areas should be done in
consultation with the Municipality.

• Local residents should not be obligated to pay.

• Visitors should help pay to maintain natural areas.

Report
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17%

n=15%

Who Should Pay? #2
Residents should pay increased property taxes to support
enhanced management of the Corridor.
• Residents should not pay for increased costs.

n=13%

Who Should Pay? #3
Residents should be required to pay to visit points
of interest on public land to help pay for enhanced
management.

• A slight increase in property taxes would be acceptable,
only if their is a visible significant impact on the
management of the area.

• Residents already pay their fair share to access these
areas.

• Residents should not have to pay for the management
of lands used primarily by tourists.

• Visitors should help pay to maintain public lands.

10%

n=29%

• These should remain free for local residents.

26%

n=38%

Management Options #1
The Municipality should be wholly responsible to
implement a management plan for the Corridor.

Management Options #2
The County should be responsible for implementing a
management plan for the Corridor.

• The Municipality lacks the experience and resources to
bare the full responsibility of managing the corridor.

• The corridor should be enhanced as part of a wider
perspective from across the County.

• Management of the corridor should be done in
partnership with the Municipality, Province, conservation
organizations, etc.

• There needs to be a partner.

• Other stakeholders should be part of the process.
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• This should be a combined effort among multiple
stakeholders including the Municipality.

46%

n=29%

73%

n=17%

Management Options #3
The Ministry of Natural Resources and/or the Conservation
Authority should be primarily responsible for implementing
a management plan for the Corridor.

Management Options #4
A partnership of agencies should be responsible for
implementing a management plan for the Corridor.

• Needs to involve all levels of government.

• The Municipality, County, conservation authority, Bruce
Trail Association — everyone should be involved.

• The Province and conservation authorities have the
expertise to manage these lands.
• The Ministry of Natural Resources and Conservation
Authorities will prioritize environmental protection.

• Partnership agencies are a great resource.

• The partnership needs to be efficiently run and delegate
responsibilities appropriately.
• This needs to be a collaborative effort.

Trends

66%

n=23%

n=9%

90%

Over Tourism #1
The past few years has revealed the effect of over tourism
resulting from a lack of services for visitors, not enough
signage, parking or garbage receptacles.

Over Tourism #2
Increased visitation to the Valley has resulted in more use
in the natural heritage areas. Need to “get out ahead” and
have a strategy for the long-term protection of the area.

• There are not enough amenities to accommodate the
influx of tourists.

• A plan is needed to protect environmentally sensitive
areas.

• Visitors need to clean up after themselves.

• Visitors need to be held accountable for any damage
they may cause.

• Tourism should be managed responsibly, while
protecting nature and wildlife.

• Local people are a resource for needed input on
planning.
Report
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81%

n=15%

Active Recreation
Active recreation has “exploded” over the past few years. A
strategy is needed to manage use.
• We need a strategy that harmonizes the needs of the
environment, services, providers and users.
• Road safety is a primary issue.
• Active recreation is good, but there needs to be a
strategy to share the roads with hikers, cyclists and
walkers.

60%

n=20%

Cycling
There has been an increased interest in cycling. The Valley
could benefit by providing additional facilities to support
this group.
• Cyclists should be encouraged to use existing trails.
• Country roads could use bike lanes to improve safety
and reduce congestion.
• Cyclists need to be educated to better share the road.

Economic Development

49%
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n=29%

65%

n=23%

Ecotourism
Should the Municipality prioritize the implementation of
an outdoor adventure tourism plan for the Beaver Valley
Corridor?

Active Recreation
Economic development should focus on active recreation
with more trails, staging areas, education/information and
accommodation.

• Emphasis should be placed on low-impact recreation.
• Conservation should be priority.

• Focus should be placed on staging areas, trails and low
impact activities.

• Beaver Valley should be promoted as a place to slow
down and enjoy nature.

• Accommodations are needed, but need to respect the
character of Beaver Valley and the environment.

• Overcrowding should be avoided.

• Economic development must be environmentally and
socially sustainable.
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63%

n=19%

Education
Should the Municipality develop a strategy for potentially
attracting educational partners for programming in the
Valley?
• Educational programming needs to be appropriate for
the corridor and focus on the natural environment.
• This would be a good idea that creates employment.
• Consider involving local businesses and educational
institutions,.

83%

50%

n=29%

Health and Wellness
Should the Municipality explore opportunities that focus on
health and wellness?
• Focus should be on small businesses and outdoor
activities.
• Health and wellness are compatible with the active
lifestyle of Beaver Valley.
• This should not come at a negative cost to the
environment.

n=12%

Villages
Should the Municipality continue its revitalization initiative
for the towns, villages and hamlets throughout Grey
Highlands?
• The rural character of these areas needs to be
maintained.
• A few more restaurants and gathering places for
residents is greatly needed.
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The Strategic Plan is framed around five pillars. The survey sought input on how important each pillar was with respect
to the entire Municipality and the Beaver Valley Corridor. The results revealed the same rank order for both the entire
Municipality and the Corridor: respect the environment, considerate communities, strong governance/healthy lifestyle,
vibrant economy.

Grey Highlands
The Strategic Plan has 5 pillars. Rate each with respect
to the entire Municipality - 880 sq. kilometers. One star is
least important and five stars is most important

3 Stars or Higher: 86%

3 Stars or Higher: 81%

Considerate Communities
Respect the rural agricultural heritage. Ensure resilient
communities.

Strong Governance
Focus on responsible and transparent management of
Municipal resources. Be accountable for actions.

• Our agricultural heritage is worth nurturing.

• Strong government is not afraid to enforce rules and
prioritize the needs of the community.

3 Stars or Higher: 81%

3 Stars or Higher: 74%

Healthy Lifestyle
Nurture a quality of life where residents value the beauty
and variety of the natural environment and engage in active
transportation.

Vibrant Economy
Support new and existing enterprises. Reflect a welcoming
place for business.

• Maintaining a healthy environment is a requirement for
the future.
• Healthy life styles thrive best in healthy environments.

• It is important to support local businesses so they can
benefit from tourism.
• Offer business incentives to build vibrant downtowns
where tourists and residents would like to shop and eat.
• Maintain the village’s small town charm.

3 Stars or Higher: 94%
Respect Environment
Value the shared responsibility to leave a legacy of a clean
and nourishing natural environment.
• Be selective with where development is permitted
avoiding ecologically important lands.
• This is key, and the primary reason people come here.
• We need to maintain the environment for future
generations.
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Beaver Valley Corridor
The Strategic Plan has 5 pillars. Rate
each with respect to the Beaver Valley
Corridor. One star is least important and
five stars is most important

3 Stars or Higher: 85%

3 Stars or Higher: 80%

Considerate Communities
Respect the rural agricultural heritage. Ensure resilient
communities.

Strong Governance
Focus on responsible and transparent management of
Municipal resources. Be accountable for actions.

• Both indigenous and agricultural heritage needs to be
respected.

• Be accountable, transparent and not afraid to enforce
rules.

• People need to respect where their food comes from.

• Transparent management that values and incorporates
local input in the best interests of all.

3 Stars or Higher: 79%

3 Stars or Higher: 65%

Healthy Lifestyle
Nurture a quality of life where residents value the beauty
and variety of the natural environment and engage in active
transportation.

Vibrant Economy
Support new and existing enterprises. Reflect a welcoming
place for business.

• Engage in non-motorized transportation!
• Residents have chosen to live here because they love
the pastoral environment and would like to share it with
other like minded people.

• Should be locally owned and operated for local youth
and workforce.
• Small businesses need prompt support.

3 Stars or Higher: 95%
Respect Environment
Value the shared responsibility to leave a legacy of a clean
and nourishing natural environment.
• Essential to the future of the area. Without such respect
and duty of care the Valley will erode beyond repair.
• The decision to protect and conserve this delicate
biosphere is now. This is our legacy.
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The workshop discussions revealed a number of
common themes that helped create fundamental
principles. Input was sought to understand how strongly
people supported the principles. The survey revealed
strong support for the principles that could form the
foundation of planning in the Corridor.
Principles of Planning

3 Stars or Higher: 97%

3 Stars or Higher: 89%

Respect and value the natural,
cultural and rural environment
Protect, manage and enhance the natural and cultural
heritage, respect the rural/agricultural landscape, provide
information to enhance awareness of the significance of
the resources.

Build a better community for all
Ensure new development in and near the villages is
compatible, improve parking and amenities near points of
interest, improve wayfinding and signage, attract a diverse
population, provide options for housing.

• This is a sensitive ecosystem and draw to the area.

• We need affordable housing that can get young people
started.

• Protect means create rules and fines that get enforced.

• Development should not encroach into natural areas.
• Affordable housing for seniors and young families.

3 Stars or Higher: 89%
Create a strong and sustainable economy
Support small business, encourage a diversity of business,
build on the strengths and attributes of the Beaver Valley,
support business development that provides long-term
economic value to the community.
• Lets focus on building more knowledge based sectors.
• If there is respect for the environment, and attention
is paid to building better healthy communities a
sustainable economy is possible.
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